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Abstract (Suitable for Publication, 150 words maximum): With the constant increase in cyber threat
sophistication, the protection offered by traditional means (antivirus, …) has constantly decreased over the past 10 years;
their efficiency is now ranging between 20% and 30% [1, 2]. Since command and control information systems (C2IS) are
operated in hostile environments, this limitation must be addressed, with top priority given to the detection of stealthy
malicious activities that can silently compromise military decision capabilities. The proposed research aims to provide
operational officers with the host-based situation awareness (H-SA) needed for establishing trust in C2IS. This can be
achieved through the use of innovative approaches and techniques to detect anomalies and describe current health states of
critical hosts. H-SA will be made available: 1- locally on officers' computer screens in near real-time; 2- remotely through
secure network requests; and 3- on-disc for later deep in-laboratory analyses. This research will significantly improve
reactive and proactive computer network defence (CND).

2. General Description of Proposed Project (2 pg maximum)
2.1 Background information and problem.
The use of networked information systems (IS) to support military operations has become more pervasive in the
last decade. It defines the cyber warfare within which military units must electronically defend themselves to
protect those decisional capabilities that rely on networked computing devices. In this cyber landscape,
adversaries are now using advanced technologies to conduct sophisticated cyber attacks (Advanced Persistent
Threat; APT [1]) against governmental infrastructures [2, 4, 5, 6] which may result in harmful consequences in
a much quicker and stealthier way than for traditional conflicts. Maintaining IS dependability, survivability,
and trustworthiness in this context is highly problematic. The time scales of cyber attacks range from
milliseconds to decades, weapons take the form of insidious malicious software such as botnets and other forms
of denial of service coordinated attacks [3, 7, 4]. The Strategic Capability Roadmap document asked for the
capability to “provide sufficient warning of threats to allow pre-emptive action at the tactical level” and to
“provide information on adversarial intent and possible courses of action”. These are not yet available [7];
operational commanders do not have coherent technical situation awareness of ISs to contribute to the CND
decision-making process in a timely and comprehensive fashion [8]. The proposed research aims to explore,
design, and prototype new techniques and approaches to significantly improve the situation awareness of C2ISs
during operations, provide sufficient warning, and initiate appropriate and timely proactive measures to
mitigate the threat. A second TIF project is proposed by Mr. Charland (DRDC Valcartier). It focuses on “inlaboratory post-mortem analysis of cyber attack traces and effects” (malware analysis). While there are few
common traits, both projects require different expertise that could not be adequately put to use in a unified
team, hence the two propositions. The results will be shared whenever pertinent between the two projects.
2.2 Purpose.
The purpose of this research is to push further DRDC competencies and capabilities in on-line software cyber
surveillance by designing and demonstrating the next generation host-based cyber surveillance system (ngCS2) as specified by DND: “design, develop, generate and sustain effective cyber operations capabilities” [11],
improve proactive CND [6], and maintain cyber superiority. The ng-CS2 will support new approaches to
produce, on a continual basis, host-based situation awareness (H-SA) containing updated accurate health
states of ISs, details of early detected anomalies, and associated levels of system trust. H-SA will be made
available locally in quasi real-time on officers' computer screens (site-awareness level); graphical on-screen HSA representations will be well adapted for intense operations, for both novices and experts. The same H-SA
will also be made available remotely through secure network requests (feeding national-level CND operations;
enterprise-wide-awareness level). Finally, H-SA will be continually saved on disc in specialised databases
during operations for later in-laboratory deep analyses such as cyber forensics, malware analysis, and continual
system improvement. The ng-CS2 will be designed with scalability and flexibility in mind, enabling the
addition of newly available leading-edge components to face unforeseen threats, and to preserve DND’s cyber
superiority.
2.3 Scientific and technical objectives.
The main scientific objectives of this research are intimately related to the new approaches that are put forward
to improve software surveillance to the level of host-base situation awareness (H-SA) [1, 5, 12]. The objectives
are the following. (Obj. 1) The transformation of security systems (antivirus, firewalls, intrusion detection
systems, advanced software tracers, etc.) into an adaptive entity that will collect and merge raw data that
originate from many different sources within the IS, allowing on-request focus on any components of the IS at
runtime. (Obj. 2) The highly efficient continual reduction (abstraction) of this generated huge volume of raw
data into more manageable software behaviour objects without loss of relevant information. (Obj. 3) The
highly efficient analysis of these abstracted objects to produce, on a continual basis, elements of the H-SA:
health states, detected anomalies, and levels of system trust. Closer examinations of the H-SA content should
allow characterising service degradation, malicious activities and intents, and identifying potential responsive
courses of action early in the contamination process [63, 80]. New techniques from software trace abstraction

and analysis and multisensor data fusion will, for the first time, make combined use of: (a) approaches currently
utilized (i.e., signature-based malware detection), (b) new holistic approaches that consider IS health states and
deviations from normalcy (anomalies), (c) new architectural patterns that improve cyber security [13, 14], and
(d) a new knowledge base defining a healthy IS [19, 21]. This combination aims to make possible the early
detection (with a low false alarm rate) of most types of known and unknown threats [33, 15, 16, 17] during
operations, before system failures happen [18]. (Obj. 4) New techniques will be explored to make all the
components of the ng-CS2 work as a single synergistic entity that can self-adapt and self-optimise with respect
to evolving operational situations. (Obj. 5) New on-screen visualisation techniques will be designed to
illustrate the content of H-SA with easy and quick to understand interactive graphical pictures. New specialised
databases will also allow the highly efficient on-disc saving and searching of H-SA for immediate utilisation
and for later in-laboratory deep analyses (saving the appropriate data for court-grade cyber forensics and
malware analysis).
2.4 Approaches and methodology.
Important preliminary studies [7, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 20, 30] were conducted prior to this research and helped
identify new approaches for addressing the problems described earlier. These approaches are: (appr. 1)
transform current host-based security systems into a responsive adaptive entity allowing on-demand focus on
specific IS components [5, 19]; (appr. 2) conduct holistic surveillance of IS [5, 4, 19, 20]; (appr. 3) produce
H-SA based on the analysis of IS health states, anomalies, and signature-based surveillance [5, 14, 19]; (appr.
4) use new knowledge bases [21] and new architectural patterns [13, 14] (involving both redundancy, diversity,
and data reconciliation [12]) to improve the pace, precision, completeness of analyses, and rate of false
positives [16]; (appr. 5) make the whole ng-CS2 feedback-directed, self-optimising and self-adapting [19, 30,
61]; and (appr. 6) adaptively deliver H-SA locally (on-screen picturing), remotely (on-request secure network
transfers), and to repository (highly efficient on-disc storage and searching) [20, 30].
There are four main threads in this research. (Thread 1) Reference models. The listed approaches require the
design of a new reference model [5, 19, 21]—the Linux knowledge base (LKB)—which will provide the
information characterising a healthy IS to each element of the following set of chained processes (see Figure 1):
raw data generation, abstraction, fusion, analysis, and H-SA generation. (Thread 2) Raw data generation,
abstraction, and fusion. Concepts from trace abstraction [23, 25, 26, 27, 30] and multisensor data fusion [12,
28] will be extended and new techniques will be designed for the abstraction and fusion of the huge volume of
raw data that is generated by the set of tracing and security systems (which will be made adaptive [19]),
producing more manageable software behaviour abstractions for subsequent analyses, and avoiding the loss of
relevant information (a major problem [27]). (Thread 3) Data analysis, correlation, and H-SA generation.
New techniques inspired by the trace analysis [23, 24, 30], multisensor data fusion [12, 28], and statistics
domains need to be designed to conduct complex analyses of these abstract objects and produce H-SA.
Recently identified orthogonal conditions defining a healthy information system [19] and redundant-diverse
architectural patterns improving cyber security [13, 14] will, for the first time, be utilised as a ground base in
correlation analyses. The self-optimisation and self-adaptation of the whole ng-CS2 will also be studied with
the goals to minimise the time duration of analyses, to optimise resource utilisation, and to lower the reaction
time to cyber attacks (a major problem [4, 5, 6, 7, 61, 63]). (Thread 4) Adaptive reporting and decisionsupport systems. New interactive visualisation techniques (inspired by [69-79] and [52-54]) will be explored
to lower the time needed to understand H-SA (for both novices and experts), and to ease IS control. A new
specialised database will be designed to efficiently store and make available the huge amount of data (H-SA),
both on-line and off-line. A model defining the content of H-SA (with respect to the operational needs and
resources availability) will keep the volume of data at manageable levels.
2.5 Risk mitigation.
This project was defined according to an S&T methodology that produced state of the art reports and feasibility
studies for this research [7, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 20, 30]. The main risks that were identified are related to the
monitoring of IS executions to allow decisive analyses and comparisons of results despite the huge volume of
data that must be quickly handled. Risks associated with software behaviour and health analysis will be
significantly lowered by: 1- the utilisation of Linux-based software applications, for which the source code is

freely available [31, 32, 33, 34] (the adaptation of the ng-CS2 to Microsoft operating systems (closed source
code) will be done in a future DRDC project); 2- close contact with a large team of specialists from another
DRDC S&T initiative at Polytechnique Montréal [29]; and 3- the participation of leading experts, DRDC
Ottawa (NIO), DND/Navy engineers, and industrial partners (DND-SERC Program).

2a: Rationale for Choice of External Partner (1/4 page maximum)
The problem of continually producing and making available accurate H-SA during operations makes this
research multifaceted. To lower risks, the hard to solve problems must be simultaneously addressed by
members of a collaborative team having complementary expertises [5, 11]. Professor A. Hamou-Lhadj from
Concordia University is a world leader in software trace abstraction, analysis and visualisation (three major
problems addressed by this research). His knowledge in system self-adaptation, self-optimisation and
correlation will also bring a significant contribution to this research. Professor M. Dagenais from Polytechnique
Montréal is a world leader in the area of deep system analysis. His comprehensive knowledge of the Linux
operating system and recent CPU technologies will be intensively put to contribution in the design of the LKB.
He also leads Linux Trace Toolkit next generation (LTTng; [35, 36, 64-68]), which is one of the main stepping
stones of this project. Professor M. McGuffin from École de technologie supérieure is a leading expert in
complex data visualisation. His expertise makes him the perfect candidate for the design of the needed
graphical interactive pictures describing complex concepts of H-SA. Mr. J. Cai from DND will provide (as a
DND/Navy Advisor) the very important feedback this research needs to stay perfectly aligned with real military
needs [60]. He will also start a Ph.D. in the context of this research. Lockheed Martin Canada (Mr. D. Knight)
will also bring a significant contribution to this research (likely through a DND-NSERC Program). Close
collaboration with Mr. Reginald Sawilla, a researcher in the application of graph theory to security problems
and our Scientific Advisor from DRDC Ottawa (NIO), will ensure the interoperability of the ng-CS2 with other
similar complementary national-level efforts ([8, 9, 10, 63, 80] and the Public Security Technical Program
project Automated Risk Management System; ARMS).

3. Project Work Plan
Activity Phase

Description

Solution options
exploration,
analysis and
prototyping
activities

(Figure 1)

Milestones

270 k$, 1.7 DRDC
PY

Year 1:

1.1 Modelling

Resources
Needed
(k$, PYs)

- LKB (v1)
- Architectural patterns and on-line
reconfiguration strategies (v1)
- Models for raw data abstraction,
fusion and analysis (including
correlation) (v1)
- H-SA model (v1)
- Meta-optimisation model (v1)

150 k$

Month 6: The
collaborative env. and
modelling tools are
functional. Potential
solution options have
been acquired, and
evaluated.
Month 12: Version 1 of
architectural patterns,
models, knowledge bases
completed (prototypes).

- Prototyping and experimentation
environment (v1)
- Techniques for raw data abstraction,
fusion, and analysis (including
correlation) (v1)
- Techniques for meta-optimisation
and scalability of the ng-CS2 (v1)
- Techniques for adapted reporting and
H-SA sharing (v1)

100 k$

1.3
Experimentations

-Prototyping activities in each thread
(prepare v2)

20 k$

Decision point 1

Solution options to be considered
Integration of components

1.2 Design
(Figure 1)

Refined designs
and integration of
selected solution
options, and
prototyping
activities

(Figure 1)

2.2 Design
(Figure 1)

Month 12: Version 1 of
prototyping env. and
techniques completed
(prototypes).
Specification of the ngCS2 (interoperability,
scalability)
Month 12: Prototyping
activities on version 1 of
the technologies
completed & results
documented for v2.
Month 12.
280 k$, 1.7 DRDC
PY

Year 2:

2.1 Modelling

Month 6: Potential
solution options have
been acquired, and
evaluated.

- LKB (v2)
- Architectural patterns and on-line
reconfiguration strategies (v2)
- Models for raw data abstraction,
fusion and analysis (including
correlation) (v2)
- H-SA model (v2)
- Meta-optimisation model (v2)
- Prototyping and experimentation
environment (v2)
- Techniques for raw data abstraction,
fusion, and analysis (including
correlation) (v2)
- Techniques for meta-optimisation
and scalability of the ng-CS2 (v2)
- Techniques for adapted reporting and
H-SA sharing (v2)

100 k$

Month 24:
Version 2 of architectural
patterns, models,
knowledge bases
completed (prototypes).

150 k$

Month 24:
Version 2 of prototyping
env. and techniques
completed (prototypes).
Integration of all ng-CS2
components according to
the ng-CS2 specification.

2.3
Experimentations

- Define goals and scenarios of the
global experimentation
- Prototyping activities in each thread
(prepare global experimentation)

Decision point 2

Experimentations to be conducted
Publications

Final refinements
and integration of
solution options,
global
experimentations,
and publications

(Figure 1)

3.2 Design
(Figure 1)

3.3
Experimentations

Decision points

Month 24: Prototyping
activities on version 2 of
the technologies
completed & results
documented for global
experimentation. ng-CS2
scalability and
interoperability tested.
Ng-CS2 is feedbackdirected.
Month 18.

200 k$, 1.7 DRDC
PY

Year 3:

3.1 Modelling

30 k$

- Documentation and publication
- LKB (v3)
- Meta-optimisation (v3)
- Architectural patterns and on-line
reconfiguration strategies (v3)
- Models for raw data abstraction,
fusion and analysis (including
correlation) (v3)

25 k$

- Documentation and publication
- Techniques for raw data abstraction,
fusion, and analysis (including
correlation) (v3)
- Techniques for meta-optimisation
and scalability of the ng-CS2 (v3)
- Techniques for adapted reporting and
H-SA sharing (v3)

25 k$

- Documentation and publication
- Large experimentation involving all
components of the ng-CS2 (as a whole
self-optimising and self-adapting
entity)
- Show and characterise the
effectiveness of models, knowledge
bases, techniques, measures of
performance.

150 k$

At decision points, timelines will be
reviewed according to eventual issues to
be investigated. Scope will also be
realigned according to previous findings.
Decision points might also be used as
GO/NO-GO milestones.

Month 36:
Version 3 of architectural
patterns, models,
knowledge bases
completed (ng-CS2).
Publications
Documentations

Month 36:
Version 3 of techniques
completed (ng_cs2).
ng-CS2 is selfoptimising, self-adaptive.
Publications
Documentations

Month 36:
Global experimentation
done.
Publications
Documentations
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1). Scientific Quality:
H-SA will result from the following chained processes (see Figure 1): raw data acquisition, abstraction,
fusion, analysis, H-SA generation, plus feedback-directed optimisation. A global synergy is necessary among
working ng-CS2 components to optimise its internal dynamics and make it more self-adaptive and selfoptimising [19]. Based on the model defining a healthy IS [19, 21] and the use of redundancy and diversity in
IS architecture [13, 14], advanced optimisation techniques will continually evaluate the results obtained by
analysis for optimisation purposes. The best configuration options (of ng-CS2 components) will then be
automatically selected for the next analyses, making possible feedback-directed optimisation (as introduced in
[61]). As a result, multiple adaptive data sources (within the IS) will produce appropriate volumes of the most
relevant raw data [1, 12] to be analysed by the most appropriate mechanisms in a timely manner. The design of
the Linux knowledge base (LKB) represents an important challenge due to the high complexity and huge size
of the Linux kernel. As shown in Figure 1, mechanisms pertaining to two different domains (trace abstraction
and analysis and multisensory data fusion; two viable alternatives) will be concurrently used to maximise raw
data volume reduction and subsequent analyses. Based on [14, 23-27, 30] and results from another DRDC
project [29], new techniques will be designed to abstract and analyse the huge volume of data that is generated
by the advanced software tracer (LTTng [35, 36, 64-68]). The Bass model [28, 38] will be extended to allow: 1the fusion of these data with those originating from other security systems (such as host-based intrusion
detection systems, antivirus, firewalls, etc.), 2- the analysis of host-based situations (health states), and 3- the
analysis of detected anomalies. New correlation techniques (based on [14, 25, 42]) will use new architectural
patterns (involving redundancy and diversity [13, 14]; an extended form of data reconciliation [12]) with the
goal to effectively analyse and compare software behaviours, IS health states and anomalies on each redundantdiverse system. As an example, if the exact same input is provided to two instances of the same IS (each
concurrently running on two operating systems that are technically different), the probability of a successful
simultaneous cyber attack on these two parallel systems is very low because vulnerabilities are not the same for
both systems [12-14]. In addition, leading-edge techniques based on Hidden Markov Models [42-45] and other
techniques [47-51] will also be explored and pushed further to improve the timely detection of any kind of
anomaly [15, 17, 39-41], lower the false alarm rate (a major problem [5, 42]), and identify potential courses of
action [63, 80]. Finally, the time needed by an operator to understand and manipulate graphical pictures of HSA (and manually control IS) will be lowered by new adapted human-machine interfaces and techniques based
on others from similar domains [69-79, 52-54]. New techniques and specialised databases will be designed to
efficiently store, retrieve, and share the content of H-SA during operations.

a) Knowledge bases and models

b) Chained processes
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Figure 1. (a) Interrelated ng-CS2 knowledge bases and models; (b) ng-CS2 chained processes.

2). Technical Plans & Methodology:
In order to enable the detection of the threat early in the contamination process, we first need to enable more
synergy between existing security mechanisms (firewalls, …) and, second to coordinate analysis and reactive
measures at a higher level using feedback-directed optimisation (see Figure 1). The development of new
techniques for the chained processes will integrate approaches put forward in this project, more particularly: the
LKB [21], the set of orthogonal conditions defining a healthy IS [19], new architectural patterns [13, 14], and
new advanced software tracing technologies (LTTng; [35, 36, 64-68]). This will be mostly done at Concordia
University (CU) under Professor Hamou-Lhadj’s supervision during the first half of the project. The design of
the LKB will be done at Polytechnique Montréal (PM) under supervision of Professor Dagenais during the first
year. The set of chained processes will be tested and optimised jointly by DRDC Valcartier and CU mainly in
the second year of the project. As it would never be possible to simultaneously monitor all components of the
C2IS (this would create a system overload), surveillance strategies will be defined, each one specifying which
strategic probes in the IS need to be concurrently active. Levels of certainty will thus be needed to characterise
H-SA [62]; the information needed to build a fully-accurate H-SA being unavoidably incompletely collected.
Such trade-off studies (and false alarm management) will involve DRDC staff and both universities (CU and
PM) and will go on for most of the second half of the project. The design of new visualisation techniques
allowing adapted reporting of H-SA will be done at École de technologie supérieure (ETS) during the second
half of the project. Since the Navy is currently adopting Linux aboard the Canadian Frigates, the naval
environment is likely to become our reference environment. Formal discussions first occurred one year ago
with the FELEX Project [60] (Mr. Jie Cai), which facilitated the linkage with Lockheed Martin Canada (LMC;
the FELEX prime contractor) (Mr. D. Knight). Using this reference environment, H-SA will be demonstrated
and critically reviewed by a group of representative users and system developers from LMC in the last year of
the TIF project. It is not expected that the prototype produced by this research will be fielded in any operational
environment, as coding standards and documentation in a TIF project are not adequate for operational software.
Re-implementation of selected components for Linux (and for other types of operating systems such as
Microsoft’s) will have to be done in subsequent DRDC S&T projects.
3).Team Capabilities - Include Biographic Sketches:
Dr. A. Hamou-Lhadj (Concordia University). Dr. Abdelwahab Hamou-Lhadj is a world expert in the field of
tracing and run-time monitoring of software systems. At Concordia University, he leads the Dynamic Analysis
of Software Systems (DASS) research group, which investigates techniques and tools that facilitate the
generation, modelling, handling, abstraction, and visualisation of large execution traces with the ultimate
objective to help software engineers understand and analyze the behavioural aspects of software systems. He
has authored several widely cited research papers published in the proceedings of renowned conferences,
journals, and book series. Throughout his research career, he has worked with various companies including

Ericsson, Mitel Networks, QNX, and CAE.
Dr. M. Dagenais (Polytechnique Montréal). Michel Dagenais is professor at Polytechnique Montréal in the
Computer and Software Engineering Department. He has been active in the area of system analysis tools for the
past 15 years. He has, over the years, visited and collaborated with researchers at many of the largest industrial
research centers at AT&T Bell Labs, Bell Northern Research, Sun, DEC, IBM, Ericsson and Google. The
Linux Trace Toolkit, developed under the supervision of Michel Dagenais at Polytechnique Montréal, is used
throughout the world and gained the cooperation of a large number of industrial contributors over the years
such as Autodesk Media and Entertainment, Ericsson, Google, IBM, MontaVista, Red Hat, Sony and others.
His group has made several original contributions to the Linux kernel related to tracing and to multi-processor
performance.
Dr. M. McGuffin (École de technologie supérieure; ETS). Prof. McGuffin develops graphical user interfaces
and interaction techniques for visualisation of scientific data and abstract information. He has worked at five
different software companies developing graphical user interfaces, and obtained his Ph.D. from the University
of Toronto. He has co-authored six papers describing novel popup widgets that enable a fast, gestural style of
interaction; three other papers describing hybrid visualisations of trees and graphs that mix different
visualisation styles together; and two other papers that have been cited over 90 times each. His 2009 paper at
the IEEE InfoVis conference won an Honorable Mention. He has served on the program committee for IEEE
InfoVis three years in a row (2008-2010). His team will design and implement prototype interactive
visualisations for the project. McGuffin's lab is equipped with 3 multitouch surfaces and other input devices
that would be available for the project and will prove useful.
Mr. Patrick Maupin (DRDC Valcartier). Group Leader for the Situation Analysis and Monitoring group,
Patrick Maupin joined DRDC-Valcartier in 2001 as a Defence Scientist, specialising in pattern recognition and
situation analysis. He is currently Project Manager and Scientific Authority for the ARP Project 13qd “Sensor
Networks for Critical Assets Protection and Surveillance in Support of Air Expeditionary Wing Operations”
(2008-2011) and the DIR Project 11hl10 “A Defense Initiative to Evaluate Situation Awareness for Coastal and
Off-Shore Surveillance” (08/10). He is scientific team leader for the design of the Situation Analysis Module
on the TDP 12pk “Self-healing Autonomous Sensing Network (SASNet) (07/10) and federal partner on the
CRTI project “Data Fusion Solutions for Monitoring CBRNE Threats” (09/11). He is also co-investigator on
three major academic projects (ARC Linkage, 08/20; MITACS, 07/09; and NSERC Strategic, 08/10), member
of the NATO IST-079 RTG on “Decision Support in the Context of an Integrated Command and Control” and
team member of the SECURINET and SASNet projects.
A DRDC - Valcartier defence scientist. A defence scientist will be hired in 2010-2011 (in the System of
systems Section, Software Analysis and Robustness Group) to work full time on this TIF. This person will
acquire the necessary expertise for the continuation of this work after the project ends.
Mr. Jie Cai (DND, Navy). Mr. Jie Cai holds B.Sc. and M.Eng. degrees in Mechanical Engineering. He also
holds an M.Sc. degree in System Science from the University of Ottawa. After 11 years' work experience as a
system and embedded software engineer at Nortel Telecommunication, he joined DND in 2008. He is now
working in PMO HCM/FELEX.
Mr. Reginald Sawilla (DRDC Ottawa). Defence Scientist in the Attack Detection and Analysis group in the
Network Information Operations (NIO) section. He is currently the scientific authority and project manager of
the ARMOUR Automated Computer Network Defence Technical Demonstrator (TD) project; the federal lead
for the Automated Risk Management System (ARMS) project of the Public Security Technical Program
(PSTP); the lead for the Security Posture Assessment Demonstrator and Experimenter (SPADE); and scientific
authority for an integration project with TrendMicro. He developed the AssetRank algorithm [80] for
identifying critical nodes in AND/OR directed graphs, and an algorithm to compute courses of action that
maximally disrupt communication between subcommunities in AND/OR directed graphs [63]. He has applied
the algorithms to identify optimal ways to apply patches and connectivity changes to limit attackers’ abilities to
move in a network, and to prioritise spending areas for DND’s Integrated Command and Control Outlook
(IC2O) Working Group. He obtained an interdisciplinary M.Sc. degree in Pure Mathematics and Computer

Science (cryptography) at the University of Calgary in 2004, and is completing a Ph.D. degree in Computing at
Queen's University (connectivity in AND/OR directed graphs).
Mr. Mario Couture (Principal investigator; DRDC Valcartier). Mr. Couture holds a B.Sc. degree in Physics
and an M.Sc. degree in Physical Oceanography (modelling and simulation; M&S). After 8 years of M&S work
at Fisheries and Oceans Canada, he completed a second M.Sc. in Electrical Engineering at Laval University
(network quality of services; QoS). In 2002, he joined Defence R&D Canada – Valcartier as a defence scientist.
He is now part of the Software Analysis and Robustness (SAR) Group (System of systems Section). He leads
the 15ba applied research project “Tracing and monitoring of distributed multi-core information systems”,
which will end in 2012. Essentially, his work aims at designing new techniques (based on new approaches) that
will significantly improve the surveillance of military information systems during operations, and the early
detection of threats to these systems.
4). Novelty / Breaking New Ground:
Novelty in this research can be found in three main categories.
(1) Highly efficient techniques for trace abstraction, fusion, and analysis. Novel techniques, models,
specialised databases, and knowledge bases will be developed to fully support all elements of the chain of
processes (see Figure 1). For the first time, new techniques that will be derived from both the trace abstraction
and analysis and the multisensory data fusion domains will be used together at runtime. The recently found set
of three orthogonal conditions defining a healthy information system [19], the LKB [21], new redundantdiverse architectural patterns [13, 14], and new advanced software tracing technologies [35, 36, 64-68] will, for
the first time, be integrated in analyses. The research will explore which parts or components of the system
should be redundant, where diversity should be implemented, and how these patterns should be used and
reconfigured at runtime to significantly improve cyber surveillance, protection, and reaction to cyber attacks.
(2) Continual production (and rendering) of H-SA during operations. Unprecedentedly, H-SA will give
officers the information they need to establish the trust they can have in their IS. Also, new techniques and
knowledge bases will, for the first time: 1- produce adapted on-screen H-SA interactive reports; 2- allow highly
efficient on-disc H-SA saving, retrieving, and searching; and 3- make possible on-request secure networked HSA transfers. These functionalities are not (or are rarely) available at this moment [8]. New visualisation
techniques will be designed for cyber security purposes (based on [69-79] and [52-54]). New on-disc H-SA will
also provide the mandatory information for court-grade cyber forensics and malware analyses.
(3) A functional knowledge base for the Linux operating system (the LKB). A solid foundation (the LKB)
that fully supports the approaches put forward in this research will also provide the support the ng-CS2
components need all along the chain of processes. The LKB has no equivalent on the market [26].
5). Impact on the DRDC R&D Program:
There is a pressing need to improve cyber security not only for the DND/CF but for all government
departments. By this key technology exploration on live detection of stealth malicious malware and activities,
DRDC can expand its leading-edge expertise and offer a very rich project environment for its scientists, mostly
in areas aiming at improving CND activities both during operations (cyber surveillance and protection) and in
the laboratory (deep analyses like cyber forensics and malware analyses). DRDC Applied Research Programs
(ARP) and Technology Demonstration Programs (TDP) are perfect DRDC vehicles for future developments of
new ng-CS2 components, integrating new, more powerful techniques to address unforeseen increasingly
complex cyber threats. The collaboration among participants will guarantee the transition of expertise currently
residing with each of the external partners, and strongly encourage the definition of subsequent ARP and TDP
collaborative projects. DRDC Valcartier will be in a better position to provide the continuous support DND
needs to maintain its cyber superiority. This project complements (and is interrelated to) other DRDC Ottawa
(NIO Section) similar S&T projects for the networks: JNDMS [9], ARMOUR [10], and Net C2-ISAC [8].
6). Defence Potential:
The recognition of the network environment as a battle space [11] means that Commanders and supporting staff
must be continuously aware of the state of the information technologies (IT) and infrastructures supporting

operations. At present, officers’ awareness of IT health states and potential threats is very limited [8]. As a
consequence, an information system may, during operations, experience an error (the result of a cyber attack)
that may degenerate into a general service or system failure [18], without any forewarning. The proposed
project aims to provide, on a continual basis, precise H-SA that includes details on detected anomalies and
possible courses of action that can be triggered in response [63, 80]. H-SA is an essential asset because it will
help diagnose and fix problems (locally and remotely) early in the contamination process, giving more time for
automatic or manual proactive and reactive CND actions to be launched [6]. As mentioned in [11], “cyberoperations are an operational environment in their own right”, “C4ISR enable cyber-operations like any other
command”. In this context, H-SA will significantly raise the knowledge officers have of the health state of
DND’s information systems during operations: this information is thus precious for CND C2 (Command;
Sense). It will contribute to make the blue CND OODA loop (at both local and national levels) faster and more
agile than the red OODA loop (Act; Shield). The efficient saving of H-SA on disc for later deep in-laboratory
analyses and system improvements will, for the first time, contribute to preserve DND’s cyber superiority by
allowing the structured development and integration of new ng-CS2 components that take into account new
technologies and unforeseen threats (Sustain). The work proposed in this research will provide direct support
to address ADM(S&T) Hard problems HD5 (Close capability gap; “Pro-active Computer Network Defence
Acquisition Project # 266”) and HD12 (“Enhance the Nation’s Cyber Security”). This research is also well
aligned with important DRDC and DND projects: Halifax Class Modernisation/Frigate Life Extension Project
(FELEX) [DND/Navy, Mr. Jie Cai]; Net C2 ISAC (CFNOC/DRDC Ottawa, Mr. Reginald Sawilla); and other
DND classified projects (CFNOC, CSEC).
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(see the Following Criteria Language Ladder (CLL))
SCORE
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The project's technology:
Has some potential to impact defence/military operations
OR, has some potential for improvements in capabilities or protection
OR, has strong potential for significant improvements in capabilities or protection
AND is likely to precipitate a disruptive change in a number of defence and/or military
practices

7). Describe the project's Contribution to the Defence S&T Strategy (Weight = 1.5)
The new techniques that will be developed in this project, combined with the central processing unit (CPU)
power of current and future computing devices, gives rise to new CND capabilities that were not possible a
decade ago. Because computers are pervasively used all over the DND, this technology opens the door to major
advances against many of the challenges of the Defence S&T Strategy. Essentially, the ng-CS2 will provide
continually updated H-SA, from which it will be possible to deduce a lot of unprecedented information on
systems (i.e., health states, presence of anomalies, levels of service degradation, adversary activities and
intents; Challenge 1.1). This information will help determine the trust officers can have in their systems, as
well as inform the decision-making process during C2 operations (more particularly in CND C2) (Challenges
1.1, 1.3). Other connections with the S&T Strategy in relation to the human-machine interface and advanced
interaction control mechanisms will significantly improve human systems integration (Challenge 10.2). The
interoperability of the ng-CS2 (host-based analyses) with other national security systems (network-based
analyses) [8, 9, 10] will bring a significant contribution to the resolution of national-level problems, early in the
contamination process (Challenges 1.5, 2.2). The scientific literature clearly demonstrates that network and
host-based surveillance systems complement each other [1]. They must be used together, in different
decentralisation patterns, to be able to support Computer Network Operations (CNO) in any type of operational
context [55–59]. Hence, it will be possible to install the ng-CS2 on most types of Linux-based information
systems (i.e., C2IS, cell phones, specialised autonomous sensors, autonomous vehicles, etc.) (Challenges 3.1,
5.1, 6.1). Future DRDC S&T projects will have access to the knowledge and technologies issuing from this
research, allowing adaptation of the ng-CS2 to other types of operating systems (such as Microsoft’s). Finally,
the ability to save on disc H-SA for later deep analyses will contribute to the optimisation of information
systems (including CND systems for cyber surveillance and protection) according to the requirements of
vulnerability, survivability, and maintainability (Challenge 6.2).

8). Describe the specifics and extent of Capability Development resulting from the proposed
project (Weight = 1.5):
Given the exploratory nature of the proposed research, most of the innovations generated by this TIF project
will be proofs-of-concept; R&D prototypes will have to be re-implemented to become operational technologies.
The LKB is the most practical outcome that could be reused directly by the security community. However,
close contact will be maintained with the Frigate Life Extension (FELEX) Project [60] that will be used as our
reference operational environment and with Lockheed Martin Canada that is the prime FELEX contractor for
the new C2IS. The choice of the internal and external project members, collaborative tools, and development
methodologies (a combination of the iterative, incremental, and spiral approaches) was made in order to
maximise the return on DRDC investment. Three defence scientists (DSs) from DRDC Valcartier will get a
direct benefit from this research. They will be directly involved in all R&D and prototyping activities,
favouring a continual acquisition and utilisation of technologies, expertise and knowledge, and establishing a
strong basis with external partners for after-the-project continuation of this effort. Professor Hamou-Lhadj from
Concordia University (deep and refined software trace abstraction, analysis, and visualisation), Professor
Dagenais from Polytechnique Montréal (deep Linux-based system analysis and advanced Linux-based tracing
tools), and Professor McGuffin from École de technologie supérieure (advanced visualisation techniques for
adapted reporting) will be hiring graduate students to perform the research tasks under their supervision (i.e.
highly-skilled personnel in cyber security available for future recruitment). Industrial and DND participants are:
Lockheed Martin Canada (Mr. D. Knight) (likely through a DND/NSERC Program) and Mr. J. Cai from DND
(engineer for the FELEX project [60]). Mr. R. Sawilla will be the DRDC Ottawa Scientific advisor
(interoperability of the ng-CS2 with the JNDMS, ARMOUR, and Net C2 ISAC DRDC projects [8, 9, 10]).
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